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Abstract- Text extraction in images is an important research field in visual content understanding and retrieval, automatic 
explanation and structuring of images. Text extraction from image involves detecting the text from given image, finding the 
presence of text location, extraction, enhancement and recognition of text from the given image. Text detection in natural 
images has gained much attention in the last years as it is a primary step towards text recognition as well as it describes the 
content of an image. It needs to be accurate, efficient and robust against the variations of text in images. A lot of work has been 
done for detecting text in images and a lot has to be done. A large number of techniques have been proposed to address this 
problem and the purpose of this paper is to classify and review various text extraction algorithms, discuss the performance 
evaluation and challenges for future research. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Text Extraction from image is concerned with 
extracting the relevant text data from a collection of 
images. As stated in rapid advancement of digital 
technology has resulted in digitization of all categories 
of materials. Lot of resources is available in electronic 
medium. Many existing paper-based collections, books, 
journals, etc. are converted to images. These images 
present many challenging research issues in text 
extraction and recognition. As stated by Jung, Kim and 
Jain in, text data is becoming region of interest, 
because text can be used to easily and clearly describe 
the contents of an image. Since the text data present in 
image or video in different variations, the problem of 
extracting the text region from images becomes a 
challenging one. Among them, text within an image is 
of particular interest as (i) it is used to describe the 
contents of an image; (ii) it can be easy to extract as 
compared to other semantic contents, and (iii) it 
enables applications such as keyword-based image 
search  text-based image indexing etc. 
 

A. Text in Images 
A large number of approaches to text information 
extraction (TIE) from images have been proposed for 
specific applications and including page segmentation, 
address block location, license plate location, and 
content-based image/video indexing.  
 
As stated in text in images can be classified into two 
categories: caption text also known as overlay text is 
artificially superimposed on the video/image at the 
time of editing and it usually describes the subject of 
the image/video content. While, other type is scene 
text that appears within the scene is captured by the 
recording device. It is difficult to detect and extract 

scene text then caption text as it may appear in a 
virtually unlimited number of variations in font style, 
size, orientation, alignment & background complexity. 
 

B. Properties of Text in Images 
Due to the variations in geometrical properties of text 
and background complexities the problem of 
automatic text extraction extremely complicated and 
difficult. Text in images can exhibit many properties 
with respect to the following properties: 
1) Geometry: 
 Size: The text size can be of variable size. 
 Alignment: The caption texts appear in clusters 

and usually lie horizontally. This does not apply 
to scene text, which has various perspective 
distortions. Scene text can be aligned in any 
direction. 

 Edge:  An edge in the images is the most reliable 
feature of text regardless of color/intensity, 
orientations, etc. 

 Color: In a simple image the characters in a text 
usually have the same or similar colors. This 
property makes it possible to use a connected 
component-based approach for text detection. 
However, video images and other complex color 
documents usually contain text strings with 
more than two colors.  

 Motion: The same characters usually exist in 
consecutive frames in a video with or without 
movement. This property is used in text 
tracking and enhancement. Caption text usually 
moves in a uniform way: horizontally or 
vertically. While, scene text can have arbitrary 
motion due to camera or object movement. 

 Compression: The digital images are usually 
processed in a compressed format. If one can 
extract text without decompression then it is 
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possible to develop a faster Text Information 
Extraction (TIE) system. 

 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
describes Text Information Extractions (TIE). Recent 
techniques for text information extraction are 
reviewed in Section III. Section IV describes 
comparison of algorithm and performance evaluation 
of text extraction methods. Section V and VI presents 
challenges and conclusion. 
 
II. TEXT INFORMATION EXTRACTION 

(TIE) 
 
A Text Information Extraction system (TIE) receives 
an input image and output the relevant text data. As 
stated in the images can be in gray scale or color, 
compressed or uncompressed. The Text Information 
Extraction (TIE) as shown in Fig.1. includes the 
following stages as follow:   

 
Fig.1 Text Information Extraction (TIE) 

 Text detection refers to the process of 
determining the presence of text in a given 
image/frame. 

 Text localization refers to the determination of 
the location of text in the image/frame and 
generating bounding boxes around the text. 

 Text tracking is used to reduce the processing 
time for text localization.  

 Text extraction is the stage where the text 
needs to be segmented from the background 
to facilitate its recognition. 

 Text Enhancement is required because when 
the text region is extracted from the 
background it usually has low resolution and 

is more likely to suffer from noise. Thereafter, 
the extracted text images can be transformed 
into plain text using OCR technology.  

 
In spite of extensive studies, it is not easy to design a 
general-purpose Text Information Extraction (TIE) 
system. This is because there are many possible 
sources of variation when text is being extracted from 
the complex background, from low contrast or 
complex images or from the images having variations 
in geometric properties of text. These variations make 
the problem of automatic Text Information Extraction 
(TIE) extremely difficult. 
 
III. TEXT INFORMATION EXTRACTION 

TECHNIQUES  
 

Text extraction process mainly consists of five 
important phases: text region detection, text 
localization, tracking, character extraction, text 
recognition. From which first two (text region 
detection, text localization) stages are more important 
and also they are more difficult to implement. The 
output of text information extraction is mainly 
dependent on the output of these two phases. 
According to the features utilized, the techniques used 
for text information extraction falls in three categories 
as follows: 

 
C. Region-Based Techniques 

Region-based methods use the properties of the color 
or gray-scale in a text region or their differences with 
the corresponding properties of the background. This 
method uses a bottom-up approach by grouping small 
components into successively larger components until 
all regions are identified in the image. Therefore, filter 
out non-text components and mark the boundaries of 
the text regions. 
 

D. Edge-Based Techniques 
An edge in the images is the unique features of text 
regardless of color/intensity, orientations, etc. Edges 
are considered as the distinguishing characteristics of 
text embedded in images, as it is the main features for 
detecting text. Edge-based text extraction algorithm is 
a general-purpose method, for effectively localize and 
extract the text from both indoor/outdoor images.  
 

E. Texture-Based Techniques 
Texture-based methods use the observation that text in 
images has distinct textural properties that 
differentiate them from the background. The methods 
based on Gabor filters, Wavelet, etc. can be used to 
detect the textural properties of a text region in an 
image. 
 
A comprehensive survey of various techniques used for 
Text Information Extraction (TIE) has been done and 
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review of them has been presented in the form of Table 
I. 

 

Table I General Review of Various Algorithms 
Technique Author Year Title Approach 

 
 
 
 

 Region- 
Based 

 
 
 
 

Cong Yao  2012 Detecting Texts of Arbitrary 
Orientations in Natural 
Images 

Bottom-up grouping and top-down 
pruning 

 Samir Malakar  2012 Text line extraction from 
handwritten document pages 
using spiral run length 
smearing algorithm 

Partitioning-based approach 

 
 
 
 
 

Edge-Based 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Xiaoqing Liu  2006 Multiscale Edge-Based Text 
Extraction From Complex 
Images 

Multiscale strategy, clustering 

Anubhav Kumar   2013 An Efficient Text Extraction 
Algorithm in Complex 
Images 

Line edge detection mask, vertical and 
horizontal projection 

Hinde  2010 Features Extraction for Text 
Detection and Localization 

Canny edge detection, closed contour, 
gradient method 

Xin Zhang  2010 A Combined Algorithm for 
Video Text Extraction 

Transition map, canny operator 

Rong-Chi Chang  2011 Intelligent Text Detection 
and Extraction from Natural 
Scene Images 

Canny edge detection and integrates 
connected component and adaboost 
algorithm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Texture-Based
 
 
 
 

Mirko  2009 Text Localization from 
Photos 

Wavelet decomposition, set of Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) 

Qixiang Ye  2005 Fast and robust text 
detection in images and 
video frames 

Multiscale wavelet decomposition, four 
kinds of feature are combined to represent 
a text line, three of which extracted in 
wavelet domain and one in gradient 
domain and finally SVM 

Mohammad 
Khodadadi  

2012 Text Localization, 
Extraction and Inpainting in 
Color Images 

Image gradient, image histogram to 
estimate background and text color and 
inpainting algorithm based on texture 
synthesis 

Palaiahnakote 
Shivakumara  

201
1 

A Laplacian Approach to 
Multi-Oriented Text 
Detection in Video 

Fourier-Laplacian Filter, Connected 
component analysis based on 
skeletonization and false-positives 
ellimination 

B.H.Shekar  201
4 

Discrete Wavelet 
Transform and Gradient 
Difference based 
approach for text 
localization in videos 

Text frame identification, Discrete 
wavelet transform, gradient difference 
and false positive ellimination 

 
IV. COMPARISONS OF ALGORITHM 
 
A large number of methods have been implemented in 
the past for text extraction and an exhaustive review of 
all the techniques has been done. From the review, it is 

found that same image possibly contains texts with 
different fonts, colors, sizes, ways of arrangement and 
background complexity; it makes text extraction from 
the images very difficult. Here, methods are presented 
with its benefits and limitations in the form of Table II. 
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Table II Comparison of Various Algorithms 
Author Year Benefits Limitations 

Cong Yao  2012 Detects text of arbitrary 
orientations 

Failed in presence of strong 
highlights, blur, low resolution 
and windows, trees or signs that 
are very alike text 

Samir Malakar  2012 It produce reasonably good result Failed due to the presence of 
skewed, touching text lines, under 
segmentation and over 
segmentation of text lines 

Xiaoqing Liu [15] 2006 Localize and extract text from both 
indoor/outdoor scene images 

It can only deal with printed 
characters against clean 
background 

Anubhav Kumar [16] 2013 Average processing time is 1.13 
second/frame higher than other 
existing methods 

Text generated has a very low 
contrast and moving cars, trees, 
street lights, windows having the 
complex relation with the other 
objects in image 

Hinde [17] 2010 Robust to various font sizes and 
styles in complex background 

The gradient method considered 
some object having large gradient 
or the same one as characters 

Xin Zhang [18] 2010 Robust to the image with 
multilingual text 

The accuracy of text extraction is 
totally depends on training given 
to the Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) 

Rong-Chi Chang [19] 2011 Adaboost enable construction of an 
efficient text extraction system 

The feature or training samples 
used by adaboost are still a 
combination of traditional 
features 

Mirko [20] 2009 Efficient to locate different text 
strings with different colors and 
background even in the presence of 
strong text texture like pattern 

The accuracy of text extraction is 
totally depends on training given 
to the Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) 
 

Qixiang Ye [21] 2005 The coarse-to-fine detection 
framework makes the calculation 
faster compared with previous text 
detection method in uncompressed 
domain. 

Other man-made structures such 
as building windows, guardrails, 
etc. are also prone to be falsely 
detected as text lines. 

 

Mohammad Khodadadi [22] 2012 Works well in text area with 
medium or high contrast 

Failed when the text and 
background have very similar 
color 

Palaiahnakote Shivakumara [23] 2011 Enable to handle non-horizontal 
Text 

Produce high false positives and 
complex due to segmentation 
method 

B.H.Shekar [24] 2014 Enable to handle non-horizontal 
text 

Limited to document images but 
not for video text 

 
There are several performance evaluations to estimate 
the algorithm for text extraction. As stated in the 
performance of each technique has been evaluated 
based on its precision and recall rates obtained, in 
order to evaluate the efficiency and robustness of the 
algorithm. Precision rate calculate the false positives, 
which are the non-text word in the image and have 

been identified by the algorithm as text word. Recall 
rate calculate the false negatives, which are text region 
in the image, and have not been identified by the 
algorithm. Thus, precision and recall rates of several 
approached discussed in literature are described in 
Table III.  
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Table III Performance Evaluation of Various 
Approaches 

Technique Recall 
Rate  

(%) 

Precision 
Rate 

(%) 
Cong Yao  73 77 
Samir Malakar  89.35  
Xiaoqing Liu  96.6 91.8 
Anubhav Kumar  99.61 96.20 
Hinde  89 95 
Xin Zhang  90.74 49 
Rong-Chi Chang 92.76 94.65 
Mirko  90 94 

Qixiang Ye  94.2 2.4 

Mohammad Khodadadi _ _ 
Palaiahnakote Shivakumara 85 77 

B.H.Shekar 90 31 

 
V. CHALLENGES 
 
Although a lot of approaches have been developed on 
text detection in real applications as discussed in 
section III. But a fast and robust algorithms for 
detecting text under various conditions need to be 
further investigated. To develop a fast and robust text 
detection algorithm is a nontrivial task since there 
exists such difficulties as: 
 Text may be embedded in complex background;  
 It is difficult to find effective features to discriminate 

text with other text-like things, such as leaves, 
window curtains or other general textures; 

 Text pattern varies with different font-size, 
font-color and languages; 

 Text quality decreases due to noise. 
 It is difficult to detect text of arbitrary orientations 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
A large number of techniques have been proposed in 
the past but the detection of scene text with high 
precision and recall rate is still a challenging problem 
because of additional complexities such as varying 
lighting, variable font sizes, style, color, variance of 
orientation and complex background. The purpose of 
our paper is to classify and review various algorithms, 
discuss comparison and performance evaluation and to 
point out challenges for future research. 
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